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Abstract Objectives While the efficacy of deep brain stimulation (DBS) to treat various
neurological disorders is undisputed, the surgical methods differ widely and the
importance of intraoperative microelectrode recording (MER) or macrostimulation
(MS) remains controversially debated. The objective of this study is to evaluate the
impact of MER and MS on intraoperative lead placement.
Patients and Methods We included 101 patients who underwent awake bilateral
implantation of electrodes in the subthalamic nucleus with MER and MS for Parkinson’s
disease from 2009 to 2017 in a retrospective observational study. We analyzed
intraoperative motor outcomes between anatomically planned stimulation point
(PSP) and definite stimulation point (DSP), lead adjustments and Unified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale Item III (UPDRS-III), levodopa equivalent daily dose (LEDD), and
adverse events (AE) after 6 months.
Results We adjusted 65/202 leads in 47/101 patients. In adjusted leads, MS results
improved significantly when comparing PSP and DSP (p< 0.001), resulting in a number
needed to treat of 9.6. After DBS, UPDRS-III and LEDD improved significantly after
6 months in adjusted and nonadjusted patients (p< 0.001). In 87% of leads, the active
contact at 6 months still covered the optimal stimulation point during surgery. In total,
15 AE occurred.
Conclusion MER andMS have a relevant impact on the intraoperative decision of final
lead placement and prevent from a substantial rate of poor stimulation outcome. The
optimal stimulation points during surgery and chronic stimulation strongly overlap.
Follow-up UPDRS-III results, LEDD reductions, and DBS-related AE correspond well to
previously published data.
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Introduction

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a well-accepted and highly
effective surgical treatment option for diverse neurological
and psychiatric disorders.1–8 The widest experience in DBS
exists in movement disorders3,6 including Parkinson’s disease
(PD),1,5,7,8 with significant improvement by DBS being shown
in various clinical trials.

The anatomical targets are usually small and deep seated,
and the precise determination of the stimulation point is of
utmost importance to optimize clinical outcome andminimize
stimulation related side effects (SRSE). Despite the widespread
use of DBS, techniques of intracranial lead placement differ
widely among functional neurosurgeons.9 Some centers per-
form electrophysiologic evaluation of the target region by
microelectrode recording (MER).10–12 Additionally, intra-
operative macrostimulation (MS) during awake surgery can
provide direct feedback on stimulation efficacy and potential
SRSE.13

However, multiple brain penetrations andMERmight raise
the risk of intracranial bleeding.14 Furthermore, the duration
and costs of surgery can increase with the use of additional
intraoperative tools.15 Although some authors reported good
clinical results by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) based
targetingand leadverificationalone,16–19DBSsurgerywithout
MS or MER will always leave the probing question of if
intraoperative neurophysiology would have resulted in opti-
mization of target sites despite stereotactic accuracy.

In this study, we therefore set out to determine the impact
of neurophysiologic evaluation for awake surgery compared
with exclusively anatomical and image-guided targeting in
patients with PD who underwent bilateral subthalamic
nucleus (STN) DBS based on the following outcome meas-
ures: intraoperative motor outcome between the anatomi-
cally planned stimulation point (PSP) and the definite
stimulation point (DSP), rates of intraoperative lead adjust-
ment, as well as changes in Unified PD Rating Scale item III
(UPDRS III), levodopa equivalent daily dose (LEDD), and
adverse events (AE) during a 6-months follow-up.

Patients and Methods

Study Design
We performed an observational retrospective study by anal-
ysis of prospectively acquired patient-specific datasets docu-
mented in our clinical database. All data were collected,
encrypted, processed, and analyzed according to the study
protocol approved by the local ethics committee (KEK-ZH: ID
2017–00440, version 1.2). All the included patients gave
their written consent.

Patient Selection
All the patients with confirmed diagnosis of PD responding to
levodopa, disabling motor fluctuations, or severe functional
impairment despite best medical therapy (BMT) who under-
went awake bilateral implantation of a DBS system in the STN
between April 2009 and February 2017 and completed a
clinical follow-up of at least 6 months were included. Patients

were selected for DBS by an interdisciplinary board of neuro-
surgeons and neurologists according to the guideline of the
German, Austrian, and Swiss neurological societies for the
diagnosis and treatment of PD.20Absence of contraindications
such as severe neuropsychological or psychiatric impairment,
intracranial mass lesions, coagulopathy, or relevant anesthe-
siologic perioperative risk constellation was mandatory.

Neurological Evaluation
A movement disorder–specialized neurologist performed the
UPDRS III21 before DBS under BMT (“pre-DBS ON/OFF”), under
completewithdrawal ofanti-Parkinson’smedication (“pre-DBS
OFF/OFF”), during a structured levodopa responsiveness test
(“levodopa Test ON/OFF”), and after DBS plus BMT (“post-DBS
ON/ON”).22 Evaluation after DBS surgery in an “OFF/ON” con-
dition was not performed, as the follow-up paradigm was
designed to fulfill clinical purposes. We calculated an LEDD
pre- andpost-DBS andregisteredSRSEduring surgeryanduntil
the postoperative follow-up of a minimum of 6 months.23 The
postoperative stimulation paradigm was defined according to
the patient’s individual clinical response along with LEDD
reduction over several weeks in a nonstandardized way. Stim-
ulation voltage was slowly increased during rehabilitation stay
and short-term follow-up consultations or by the patient
themself within predefined ranges. Stimulation contacts or
parameters were adjusted if intolerable side effects or insuffi-
cient stimulation response occurred based on individual neu-
rological evaluation, respectively. The initial settings consisted
of monopolar stimulation at the intraoperatively identified
optimal contact.

Stereotactic Planning
Stereotactic targeting of the posterolateral STNwas performed
using the StealthStation FrameLink planning software and
Cranial 3 planning software (Medtronic, Minneapolis, Minne-
sota, United States) based on patient-specific cranial MRI 3D
spaceT2and3DspaceT1gadolinium-enhancedsequences (3-T
SkyraVD13, SiemensHealthineersGmbH,Erlangen,Germany).
The MR planning images were fused to a frame-based stereo-
tactic computed tomography (CT; 1-mm slice thickness with
contrast agent; SOMATOM Sensation 64, after June 2016
SOMATOM Definition AS, Siemens Healthineers GmbH, Erlan-
gen, Germany) on the day of surgery. The PSP was regularly
defined as 2mm inferior of the electrophysiologically identi-
fied STN entry point. Immediately after lead insertion, a native
CTwith the stereotactic framewas performed and fused to the
initial planning CT. The Euclidian distance between the
intended (including intraoperative adjustment) and the actual
lead trajectory was calculated for anteroposterior (AP) and
mediolateral (ML) coordinates using the center of the lead
artifact in the probe’s eye view to determine the actual lead.24

The depth was regularly defined according to MER findings. If
present, lateral lead aberrance of�2mmwas corrected during
the same surgical session.

Surgical Protocol and Microelectrode Recording
All lead implantations were performed awake under local
anesthesia as previously described using a Riechert-
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Mundinger stereotactic frame (Inomed, Emmendingen,
Germany) and CT registration.25 MER was performed in
0.5-mm steps starting at 10mm above the planned target
via a single central electrode (FHC Inc., Bowdoin, Maine,
United States). Thereafter, MS was performed at the PSP
(0–4mA in 1-mA steps at 130 Hz and a pulse width of 60 µs)
along with clinical assessment. We adjusted the PSP in depth
or by adding 2mm parallel trajectories via a five-position
Ben-Gun array only if the MER was not detecting character-
istic STN signals or if theMS showed insufficient stimulation
responses as described later.26 This final adjusted stimula-
tion point was referred to as the DSP. Finally, the four-contact
intracranial lead (model 3389, Medtronic, Minneapolis, Min-
nesota, United States) was implanted under fluoroscopic
guidance.

Intraoperative Clinical Assessment and Follow-up
During surgery, upper limb rigidity (R), akinesia (A), and
tremor (T) were examined corresponding to the UPDRS III
by a neurologist. The response to stimulation was expressed
relatively to the symptom improvement during the
levodopa test (“pre-DBS OFF/OFF-” – “levodopa test
ON/OFF”¼ 100%). To address different PD phenotypes, these
results were weighted for analysis as follows: (RAT-proto-
col): akinetic/rigid (outcome¼ Rþ A/2), equivalent (out-
come¼ Rþ AþT/3), tremor (outcome¼ T). Response to
stimulation was regarded optimal with a relative response
of �75% without SRSE. Occurrence of side effects at �2mA
was regarded as too narrow a therapeutic window. Surgery-
or stimulation-related AE were registered from the day of
surgery up to the 6-month postoperative follow-up. Surgi-
cal site infections were registered up to 90 days after
surgery according to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention guidelines.27

Data Analysis and Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS statistics
software (V.24, IBM, Armonk, New York, United States).
Data sets were tested for normal distribution according to
the central limit theorem and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test. A p value � 0.05 was considered significant and
indicated by “�,” p values � 0.01 were indicated by “��,”
and p values � 0.001 by “���.” Paired or unpaired two-tailed
Student’s t-test was performed, or a nonparametric equiva-
lent was used, if the prerequisites for parametric testing
were not met. For correlating data (such as complications,
surgery durations, and MS sites), the linear regression was
used. Data in text and graphs are shown as mean� standard
deviation (SD) or median (mdn) with interquartile range
(IQR), respectively, with Pearson’s effect size (r), if not
indicated otherwise.

Results

Study Population
Of 187 patients who received DBS surgery and completed a
6-month follow-up, 101 patients fulfilled all criteria and
were included in the study (►Table 1, ►Fig. 1).

Lead Adjustments
Forty-nine percent of patients received unilateral (31/101) or
bilateral (17/101) intraoperative lead adjustment. Out of 202
implantedelectrodes, 65wereadjusted following theresultsof
either MS (59) or MER (6). These leads were adjusted as
follows: medial: n¼ 27; posterior: n¼ 5; lateral: n¼ 4; ante-
rior: n¼ 4; and central depth trajectory adjustment: n¼ 25.

Stereotactic Accuracy
Euclidian error between the calculated (including adjustment)
and the actual lead location was 0.87mm� 0.61 SD. Adjusted
leads showed a slightly higher error than nonadjusted leads
(nonadjusted lead: 0.79mm� 0.57 SD vs. adjusted leads
1.04mm� 0.64 SD). Five leads required adjustment due to
stereotactic inaccuracy �2mm (two nonadjusted vs. three
adjusted) detected by intraoperative control CT. This was
followed by lead repositioning, including neurophysiologic
reassessment, and verification of stereotactic accuracy by
intraoperative CT was performed during the same operation.
We assumed lead malposition after replacement of the rigid
macroelectrode by the more flexible permanent lead as the
cause of reintervention in these cases.

Influence of Lead Adjustment on Intraoperative Results
Patient phenotype adapted intraoperative clinical response in
the absence of SRSE was grouped as follows: optimal �75%,
good 74.9% - 50%, intermediate 49.9% - 25%, and insufficient

Table 1 Patient properties

Sex (M: F) 59: 42

Surgeon (LS: OS: LS/OS) 46: 52: 3

Mean age (y� SD) 62.4� 9.2 y

Mean disease duration (y� SD) 11.4� 5.2 y

Phenotype (AKIN: TREM: EQV) 54: 25: 22

Abbreviations: AKIN, akinetic; EQV, equivalent; F, female; LHS, Lennart
Henning Stieglitz; M, male; OS, Oguzkan Sürücü; SD, standard devia-
tion; TREM, tremor; y, year.

Fig. 1 Patient inclusion process. (n, number; PD, Parkinson’s disease;
STN, subthalamic nucleus; GA, general anesthesia.)
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<25%. In the nonadjustedgroup, 37/137 leads showedoptimal
results and 29/137 showed insufficient results. In the adjusted
group, 1/65 showed optimal results and 36/65 showed insuf-
ficient outcomebefore adjustment (PSP) comparedwith 10/65
optimal and 25/65 insufficient outcomes after adjustment
(DSP). The overall variance of distribution between PSP and
DSP of adjusted leads differed significantly with a shift toward
better response in the DSP group (chi-square [64]¼ 240.02,
p< 0.001, n¼ 65; ►Fig. 2). The variance between DSP of
adjusted leads and the nonadjusted leads reached no signifi-
cant difference (chi-square [64]¼ 61.69, p> 0.05, n¼ 65;
►Fig. 2). The median response of the actually adjusted leads
improved significantly (PSP mdn 0.0% [IQR 0.0–35.4%] vs. DSP
mdn 25.0% [IQR 0.0–50%]; asymptotic Wilcoxon signed-rank
test: p< 0.001, n¼ 65, r¼ 0.43) but did not reach the efficacy
of leads without adjustment of the initial position (nonad-
justed leadsmdn50.0%[IQR25.0–75.0%]vs. adjusted leadsDSP
mdn25.0% [IQR 0.0–50.0%]; two-tailedMann–WhitneyU test:
U¼ 3,251.000, p< 0.01, n¼ 202, r¼ 0.22; ►Fig. 3). The DSP
showedabetter response than the PSP in25/65of the adjusted

leads, an indifferent response in 36/65 leads, and a less
effective response in 4/65 leads according to the criteria
described earlier. This resulted in a number needed to treat
(NNT) of 9.6 per electrode. Mean stimulation current without
SRSE did not differ significantly betweenDSP andnonadjusted
leads (nonadjusted 1.79mA� 1.11 SD, n¼ 137 vs. DSP
1.92mA� 1.39 SD, n¼ 65; two-tailed independent Student’s
t-test: t(200)¼ –0.7, p¼ 0.49, 95% confidence interval [CI]
(–0.4851: 0.231), r¼ 0.05), but was significantly higher than
in the PSP (DSP 1.92mA� 1.39 SD vs. PSP 1.38mA� 1.23 SD;
two-tailed paired samples Student’s t-test: t(64)¼ –3.152,
p< 0.01, 95% CI (–0.8671: –0.1944), r¼ 0.37).

Motor Outcome and Levodopa Equivalent Daily Dose
The first regular follow-up was after 203� 43 SD days postop-
eratively. The UPDRS III score during “post-DBS ON/ON” com-
pared with “pre-DBS ON/OFF” and “levodopa Test ON/OFF”
improved significantly in all groups (►Table 2, ►Fig. 4). The
UPDRS III scores did not differ significantly between groups at
any time point (statistics not shown). The LEDD decreased
significantly after DBS in all groups (►Table 2, ►Fig. 5), with
a slightly higher LEDDduring the “pre-DBSON/OFF” andhigher
absolute levodopa reduction (►Table 2) in the nonadjusted
group. The “post-DBS ON/ON” LEDD did not differ significantly
between adjusted and nonadjusted lead patients (statistics not
shown). DBS parameters at the follow-up showed 155/202
monopolar, 44/202 bipolar, and 3/202 interleaved mode con-
figurations (∅ amplitude: 2.85 V� 0.79 SD; ∅ pulse width of
60� 4.23 SD ms; and ∅ frequency 132.92Hz� 11.11 SD). In
175/202 electrodes (56/65 in the adjusted and 119/137 in the
nonadjusted group), the active stimulation contacts after
6months covered thesiteofoptimal intraoperativestimulation.
The adjusted leads reached a slightly higher stimulationvoltage
than the nonadjusted leads (adjusted 3.0 V� 0.8 SD, n¼ 65 vs.
nonadjusted 2.8 V� 0.8 SD, n¼ 137; two-tailed independent
Student’s t-test; t(200)¼ –2.407, p¼ 0.17, r¼ 0.17).

Complications
Stimulation- or surgery-related AE occurred in 15/101
patients including 1 cardiopulmonary decompensation,

Fig. 3 Intraoperative response to MS. Relative intraoperative clinical
improvement to test stimulation referenced to the levodopa responsive-
ness testoutcomeaccording to theRATprotocol.Datadisplayedgroupedas
mdn (IQR). (“��”¼ p< 0.01; “���”¼ p< 0.001; IQR, interquartile range;
mdn, median; MS, macrostimulation; RAT, RAT protocol; n, number; PSP,
planned stimulation point; DSP, definite stimulation point.)

Fig. 2 Intraoperative RAT grouped. Relative frequencies of response groups per lead (�75%, 74.9 - 50%, 49.9 - 25%, and< 25%) in nonadjusted
(27, 27, 24.8, and 21.2%), adjusted PSP (1.5, 13.8, 29.2, and 55.4%), and adjusted DSP (15.4, 18.5, 27.7, and 38.5%). (RAT, RAT protocol; PSP,
planned stimulation point; DSP, definite stimulation point.)
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2 hardware failures, 3 asymptomatic and 1 symptomatic
intracranial hemorrhage, 3 internal pulse generator infec-
tions, 1 transient hypomania, 1 excessive day time sleepi-
ness, 1 major dysarthria, 1 eyelid apraxia, and 1 memory
decline. There was no intergroup difference for AE accord-
ing to surgery duration (complications mdn 260 [IQR
237.5–290.0] minutes vs. no complications mdn 290 [IQR
255–350] minutes; two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test;
U¼ 518.000, p¼ 0.23, n¼ 101, r¼ 0.12) or number of MS
sites (complications mdn 4 [IQR 2–5] sites vs. no compli-
cations mdn 3 [IQR 2–5] sites; two-tailed Mann–Whitney U
test; U¼ 620.000, p¼ 0.81, n¼ 101, r¼ 0.02; ►Table 3).

Fig. 5 LEDD time course. Significance of difference between time
points: symptomatic Wilcoxon signed-rank test: all patients (n¼ 101):
p< 0.001, r¼ 0.83; adjusted patients (n¼ 47): p< 0.001, r¼ 0.84;
nonadjusted patients (n¼ 54): p< 0.001; data displayed as mdn
(IQR); r¼ 0.82. (“���”¼ p< 0.001; IQR, interquartile range; mdn,
median; LEDD, levodopa equivalent daily dose; mg, milligram; d, day;
DBS, deep brain stimulation; n, number.)

Table 2 Patient outcome

Patient outcome All patients (n¼ 101) Adjusted patients (n¼ 54) Nonadjusted patients (n¼ 47)

UPDRS III pre-DBS ON/OFF 22.0 (13.5–31.5) pt. 22.0 (16.0–31.0) pt. 21.5 (13.0–32.0) pt.

UPDRS III pre-DBS OFF/OFF 40.0 (28.0–50.0) pt. 42.0 (30.0–52.0) pt. 36.5 (26.0–46.5) pt.

UPDRS III levodopa
test ON/OFF

18.0 (12.0–23.0) pt. 18.0 (12.0–24.0) pt. 18.5 (13.0–23.0) pt.

UPDRS III post-DBS ON/ON 15.0 (9.0–19.0) pt. 15.0 (9.0–19.0) pt. 16.5 (9.0–19.8) pt.

Difference UPDRS III post-DBS
ON/ON – pre-DBS ON/OFF

9.0 (4.0–15.0) pt. 8.0 (4.0–15.0) pt. 9.0 (4.0–16.3) pt.

LEDD pre-DBS ON/OFF 1160.0 (862.5–1588.1) mg/d 1025.0 (778.0–1411.5) mg/d� 1318.8 (1000.0–1741.5) mg/d�

LEDD post-DBS ON/ON 399.3 (187.5–730.1) mg/d 337.5 (120.0–637.5) mg/d 468.8 (200.0–789.375) mg/d

Difference LEDD post-DBS
ON/ON – pre-DBS ON/OFF

765.5 (376.5–1057.8) mg/d 639.5 (250.0–957.5) mg/d� 834.4 (564.6–1155.6) mg/d�

Abbreviations: DBS, deep brain stimulation; LEDD, levodopa equivalent daily dose; pt., points; UPDRS III, Unified Parkinson’s disease rating scale item III.
Note: The outcome showed no significant intergroup difference at any time point despite values indicated by a �. Adjusted patients (n¼ 47) versus
nonadjusted patients (n¼ 54), LEDD pre-DBS ON/OFF (two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test: U¼ 919.000, p< 0.05; r¼ 0.24), difference LEDD post-DBS
ON/ON – pre-DBS ON/OFF (two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test: U¼ 978.000, p< 0.05; r¼ 0.19).
Data displayed as median with interquartile range (mdn (IQR)) rounded to one decimal.

Fig. 4 Motor outcome time course. Significance of difference between
time points: asymptotic Wilcoxon signed-rank test—all patients (n¼ 101):
pre-DBS ON/OFF versus pre-DBS OFF/OFF: p< 0.001, r¼ 0.83; versus
levodopa test ON/OFF: p< 0.001, r¼ 0.45; versus post-DBS ON/ON:
p< 0.001, r¼ 0.59; pre-DBS OFF/OFF versus levodopa test ON/OFF:
p< 0.001, r¼ 0.86; versus post-DBS ON/ON: p< 0.001, r¼ 0.86; levodopa
testON/OFF versuspost-DBSON/ON: p< 0.001, r¼ 0.38; adjusted patients
(n¼ 47): pre-DBS ON/OFF versus pre-DBS OFF/OFF: p< 0.001, r¼ 0.83;
versus levodopa test ON/OFF: p¼ 0.002, r¼ 0.46; versus post-DBS ON/ON:
p< 0.001, r¼ 0.65; pre-DBS OFF/OFF versus levodopa test ON/OFF:
p< 0.001, r¼ 0.86; versus post-DBS ON/ON: p< 0.001, r¼ 0.87; levodopa
test ON/OFF versus post-DBS ON/ON: p< 0.01, r¼ 0.45; and nonadjusted
patients (n¼ 54): pre-DBS ON/OFF versus pre-DBS OFF/OFF: p< 0.001,
r¼ 0.83; versus levodopa testON/OFF:p¼ 0.001, r¼ 0.44; versuspost-DBS
ON/ON: p< 0.001, r¼ 0.54; pre-DBS OFF/OFF versus levodopa test
ON/OFF: p< 0.001, r¼ 0.87; versus post-DBS ON/ON: p< 0.001, r¼ 0.85;
levodopa test ON/OFF versus post-DBS ON/ON: p< 0.02, r¼ 0.32. Data
displayed as mdn (IQR). (“���”¼ p< 0.001; IQR, interquartile range; mdn,
median; UPDRS III, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale Item III; pt.,
points; DBS, deep brain stimulation; n, number.)
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Comparing AE in patients who had two MS with patients
who had multiple MS resulted in a number needed to
harm of 294.1. Surgery duration was significantly
correlated with the number of MS sites (F (1.99)¼ 50.106,
p< 0.001) with every MS site prolonging surgery by
26minute mean.

Discussion

Intraoperative Lead Adjustment
In DBS surgery, precise targeting is one of the key steps to
success, and modifications after the final lead placement are
limited.28,29 Despite stereotactic precision, MER and MS are
widely used tools to optimize intraoperative lead placement.
However, these techniques might also influence the dura-
tion, costs, and risks of the procedure.

In our cohort, with a high accuracy of stereotactic lead
placement, we performed intraoperative lead adjustment in
47/101 patients and 65/202 implanted leads based on
intraoperative neurophysiologic methods. In the literature,
adjustment rates of up to 53% due to MER and MS results
and of 25% when exclusively using an awake surgery
approach with MS have been reported.10,30 Lower rates
are described for “asleep” solely image-based DBS with
only 4 of 70 leads repositioned due to lead deviation of
�2mm from the planned target.18 Clearly, the more infor-
mation has to be incorporated the more lead adjustments
might be necessary and merely the adjustment rates do not
represent a beneficial value by itself. These rates reflect an
important impact of MER and MS results on how surgery is
performed and how they could prevent possible errors of
our surgical strategy.

Intraoperative Neurophysiologic Recording
In our cohort, only 3% of the leads were directly adjusted
based solely on poor MER results without further MS. Other
authors report an impact of MER of up to 35% on adjustment
rates.12,31 MER may have its advantages in identifying the
electrophysiologic footprint of some target structures11 that
can differ from the MRI-derived target boundaries and can
be performed under general anesthesia or dopaminergic
medication.24,32,33 The widespread rates of MER-based
adjustments in the literature may be explained by the
variable a priori use of single or multiple microelectrodes.11

Often, more than one, for example, two to three micro-
electrodes are used in a classical neurophysiologic mapping
approach. The low number of adjustments exclusively based
on MER results in our cohort may be explained by the fact
that we performed a single-trajectory MER in every patient
from the beginning but adding them on demand. Therefore,
MER was used more as a targeting control than a proper
mapping tool.

Intraoperative Macrostimulation
MSplayedaprofoundrole inourcohort, leading toadjustments
in29%ofall electrodes.Aswetargetedtheposterolateralpartof
theSTN, capsularsideeffectsmayexplain thenumberofmedial
corrections and possibly of the need of higher stimulation
current after correction. Given the inherently incomplete
intraoperative clinical assessment and the sometimes-delayed
stimulation effect, the absence of SRSE presents a major
outcome parameter of intraoperative MS. This represents an
NNTof 9.6 for the whole cohort to benefit from the combined
use of MER and MS. We admit that a microlesioning effect can
blur the intraoperative response to side effects ratio. However,
a current-dependent responsepattern issuggestiveofanactual
stimulation effect on clinical improvement. In our cohort, a
reduced outcome at the adjusted stimulation point in some
leadsmayseem irritating and reflects themethodof analysis of
intraoperative data in this report. When looking on these
selected cases inmoredetail, theDSPhadbetter scoring results
compared with the PSP at higher amplitude levels with minor
SRSE, explaining the intraoperativedecision to place the leadat
the given stimulation point (data not shown). Many neuro-
surgeons rely on the results ofMS to optimize the lead location
during surgeryalthough itspredictivevalue isnot fullyclarified
to date.34 Discrepancies between test and definite stimulation
outcome may be due to different electrical properties of
stimulation leads and the stimulated tissue.35 On the other
hand, sparing intraoperative testing and relying onlyon image-
verified implantation may lead to nonoptimal results as the
MRI-defined optimal target location was found to differ by up
to 1.4mm.36 Whether these findings and the high adjustment
rates in neurophysiologic based lead implantations represent
mainly a result of insufficient targeting including stereotactic
inaccuracy due to CT and MRI fusion error cannot be finally
ruled out, as postoperative MRI scans were not realized in our
cohort.37 However, it has been shown that high stereotactic
precisionwithout fusionerrorcanbeachievedusingaplanning
MRI with adjustment protocols.38 This technique has been
reported to result in equal long-term efficacy both for awake

Table 3 Perioperative complications

Perioperative complications

MS
(n)

Patients
(n)

Mean surgery
duration
(min� SD)

AE (n) AE/patients
(n/n)

2 42 257� 44.8 7 0.17

3 10 312.5� 86.9 0 –

4 16 330.3� 116.5 3 0.19

5 9 332.8� 69.5 2 0.22

6 9 341.7� 56.8 2 0.22

7 10 387� 72.1 0 –

8 1 285 0 –

9 1 295 1 1

10 2 622.5� 286.4 0 –

11 0 – 0 –

12 1 510 0 –

Total 101 311.7� 99 15 0.15

Abbreviations: AE, adverse events; MS, macrostimulation; SD, standard
deviation.
Note: The number of MS prolonged the mean surgery duration, but was
not significantly associated with more AE.
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surgery withMS and asleep surgery protocols with the limita-
tion that adjustment rates due to intraoperative testing were
not emphasized.19 If our findings would equally apply to
exclusively MRI-based DBS finally cannot be answered. In
this study, a stereotactic CT control was only used to identify
potential cases of relevant stereotactic, more precisely, frame
inaccuracy and verify or adjust them according to neurophysi-
ologic reassessment. In our experience, MER and, with an even
higher impact, MS seem to represent viable tools to refine
intraoperative lead placement that could also be caused by
inaccurate targeting and possible fusion error.

Postoperative Outcome
The clinical outcome in our cohort is comparable or slightly
better compared with results of most previous studies1,5,7,8

with a significant reduction of the LEDD and UPDRS III
improvement and might be even superior compared with
smaller cohorts undergoing asleepDBSwithoutMERorMS, if
considering only the stimulation ON/BMT ON condition.16,19

The optimal intraoperative stimulation point was covered by
the chronic stimulation in over 85% of cases, underlying the
relevance of the intraoperative information. However, the
postoperative stimulation paradigm was defined in a non-
standardized way and no significant correlation between
intraoperative clinical response and LEDD or UPDRS III
outcome was found in our cohort (data not shown). A
possible predictive value may be masked by the strict
protocol of analysis in our report as mentioned earlier (see
the “Results” and “Intraoperative macrostimulation”
sections). Nevertheless, MS helps in avoiding stimulation
points with low SRSE thresholds that may hinder beneficial
effects, which can only be seen in more complete and long-
term clinical assessments.

Duration of Surgery and DBS-Related Adverse Events
Surgery duration (mean 312minutes� 99minute SD) corre-
lated significantly with the number of MS sites and was
longer compared with reported durations of asleep DBS.18,39

This could be particularly explained by the specific events
defining the beginning and end of surgery at our department
(including pre- and postoperative CT and transfer to the
scanner outside the operation room). The AE rate per patient
(15%) did not correlatewith surgery duration orMS sites and
was similar to previously published data including a 2% rate
of intracranial hemorrhage per lead.40 All intracranial hem-
orrhages occurred in patients with multiple brain penetra-
tions (4, 5, 6, and 9 penetrations per patient), which is in
accordancewith prior reports.14 Two hemorrhages consisted
of subarachnoid blood at the lead insertion zone, most likely
caused by the surgical approach before electrode insertion.
Only one deep hemorrhage was symptomatic, and the
patient ecovered completely after 6 months from a transient
paresis of the lower limb.

Study Limitations
We addressed the different PD phenotypes by pooling parts
of the complete UPDRS III score for the cardinal symptoms
and weighted those in a rather simple way. More detailed

neurological assessments are hardly feasible during intra-
operative routine, and the study’s retrospective design did
not allow predefining strict criteria for lead adjustment.
Nevertheless, these data are of value as they reflect the
information available in the intraoperative decision process.
Motor outcome on chronic stimulation was analyzed in DBS
plus BMT conditions, based on clinical purposes. This limits
the comparison of exclusively stimulation-related effects
between our approach and other studies, reporting results
in DBS ON/BMT OFF conditions. Our outcome parameter has
to be evaluated together with the changes in the LEDD,which
can depend on the treating neurologist’s regime or an
aggravation of nonmotor symptoms by LEDD reduction. In
this study, we were not able to address these questions, as
structured assessments of AE such as UPDRS IV were not
available for every patient. Nevertheless, the overall clinical
improvement after DBS, including motor outcome and LEDD
reduction, was very favorable in our cohort, suggesting an
important effect of stimulation. The absence of a structured
programming paradigm for post-DBS settings weakens the
predictive value of the intraoperative identified stimulation
contacts but reflects daily clinical practice, where DBS
programming is individual and takes multiple factors into
account. In a small number of leads, repositioning (including
neurophysiologic reassessment) was performed due to gross
deviations from the plan on the postoperative stereotactic CT
scans. This may seem paradoxical. As we insert the definite
lead along the micro-/macro-tract without guide cannula
(only the semirigid mandrin), we claim a possible insertion
error when exchanging micro/macro and definite lead to be
responsible for this. In these leads, clinical, neurophysiologic
and imaging results were as planned after adjustment.
Finally, the outcome evaluation based on parameters that
would not havebeen availablewithout using the investigated
electrophysiologic techniques represents an inherent source
of error to our technique.

Conclusion

In our cohort of 101 patients undergoing bilateral STN DBS
for PD, we could show a relevant impact of neurophysiologic
evaluation on intraoperative decision-making regarding the
final lead implantation. Adapting the lead location accord-
ing to the results of MER and MS led to a significant
improvement in the stimulation response compared with
the initially planned stimulation targets. Especially initial
poor responders improved up to the average of the cohort.
Furthermore, the intraoperatively identified optimal stim-
ulation sites highly matched with the chronically active
contacts, suggesting a good prediction of optimal stimula-
tion sites using these techniques. Using our surgical strate-
gy, the clinical results of motor outcome and LEDD
reduction were comparable to or even better than previ-
ously published data, but the results were similar regarding
implantation-related risks for neurophysiologically verified
DBS. In our experience, intraoperative neurophysiologic
feedback helps find the optimal stimulation point and
improve DBS surgery results.
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